GRANTS SUBMITTED

Andrea Achenbach and Sam Mhatre, “Personalized Online Learning in Pathology for Undergraduate Nursing Students,” UI Innovations in Teaching with Technology Award.


Wen Liu, “Dyadic Mealtime Interaction Between Nursing Staff and Individuals with Dementia: Is It Feasible to Measure and How Is It Related to Eating Performance and Food Intake?” UI Aging Mind and Brain Initiative (AMBI) Pilot Project Grant.

Kirstin Manges, (PhD student, Advisors Patricia Groves and Amany Farag), “The Influence of Interprofessional Team Shared Mental Models on the Quality of Patient Hospital Discharge,” AHRQ R36.


Yelena Perkhounkova (PI: Kristine Williams, KUMC), “Changing Talk Online to Reduce Behavioral Symptoms in Dementia Care,” NIH R01.

April Prunty, “Implementation of an Interprofessional Practice (IPP) Opportunity to Improve Handoff Using High-Fidelity Manikin Based Simulation”, UI Innovations in Teaching with Technology Award.

What is an ORCID? (hint: it’s not the flower)

Note: We first ran this story in August 2014 but are bringing it back in light of the recent (Oct. 24, 2016) communication from DSP asking all PI’s at UI to register. Here is a link to a Hardin blog about how to get your ORCID set up: https://blog.lib.uiowa.edu/science/2016/09/28/orcid/

ORCID stands for Open Researcher and Contributor ID. This is one of several Unique Author Identifier systems that assign an identifying number to an author, allowing others to search for someone without pulling up others with the same name. It addresses the Name Ambiguity problem that arises when two authors have the same name or when a citation style uses first initials (e.g., Marianne Smith and Michael Smith both become M. Smith). To make sure your papers—and only yours—are attributed to you, please go to http://orcid.org/ to obtain your unique ORCID identifier. This number can be included on your CV (see this example). ORCID is favored over other systems because it is independent of a publisher and aims to be a central registry. To learn more about ORCID’s merits vs. other systems, go here.

Deciding Whether or Not to Resubmit

From the October 2016 NIH Extramural Nexus: Click on this link or on the box below to read the full story from Dr. Michael Lauer, NIH Deputy Director for Extramural Research: Continue reading →

Open Mike

Are You on the Fence About Whether to Resubmit?

When applicants receive their summary statement resulting from the review of an application that was assigned a score outside of the IC’s funding range, there are important decisions to be made that, ideally, should be based upon evidence.

What is the likelihood that an application like this one will be funded? If I resubmit the application, what changes might improve the chances for a successful resubmission?

Recall that in 2014, NIH relaxed its resubmission policy (OD-14-074) to allow applicants to submit a new (A0) application following an unsuccessful resubmission application. Also, we recently posted a piece showing that review outcomes for new applications submitted following an unsuccessful resubmission had about the same funding success as other new applications. But some applicants may wonder, what is the funding success for a resubmission application?... Continue reading →
ONRS QUICK LINKS

Developing a Proposal:
• UI Grant Bulletin
  https://research.uiowa.edu/grantbulletin/all
• From NIH
  http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/
• ONRS Research Admin.
  https://icon.uiowa.edu/

Conducting Research:
• UI Researcher Handbook
  http://researcherhandbook.research.uiowa.edu/
• CON Operations Manual
  http://www.nursing.uiowa.edu/operationsmanual/research

Disseminating Research:
• CON Selected Works
  http://ir.uiowa.edu/nursing/sw_gallery.html
• ONRS Poster templates
  http://www.nursing.uiowa.edu/research/onrs/scholarship-dissemination#poster

Scholarly Interest Groups:
http://www.nursing.uiowa.edu/research/journal-clubs

Visit us on the web!
http://www.nursing.uiowa.edu/research/office-of-nursing-research

Post-award Management Updates – Dianne Rash

With a large number of new projects starting, here are common project management tasks that the ONRS supports:

• Need Business Reply Labels for your research project and tired of paying high prices for a small number of labels? PI’s with projects that require participants to mail back completed paperwork, questionnaires, monitors or devices, etc. can contact me (dianne-rash@uiowa.edu) to purchase Business Reply Labels. Grants can “purchase” these from the ONRS so that everyone can benefit from the discounted bulk rate (15 cents per label vs. $2 per label when purchased individually). This way, your grant is charged for the postage cost only when the item is mailed. Once you’ve set up a mailing account number with mail services, this number will be included on the label so that the cost of return postage can be billed directly to your grant.

• I am happy to assist with purchasing gift cards to be used for subject compensation and with purchasing parking passes to be used for research studies. Please contact me early so that I can combine trips to the store.

• I can assist you with setting up your phone, mail and copy codes.

• I can pay an invoice from an outside vendor as long as it accepts credit cards.

• Please remember to work with University Shared Services now for the following types of transactions: Subject Compensation e-Voucher payments, any purchases of supplies or services not using a P-card, payments through the e-Procurement system (including travel and mileage reimbursements in ProTrav). The email for our Shared Services team (Linda Curran and Lucie Hulse) is uss-nursing@uiowa.edu. If you have questions or need help creating a subject compensation template or server space for paying subjects, please let me know (dianne-rash@uiowa.edu)

Research Forum & Lunch – November 8, 2016

Our third Research Forum and Lunch schedule for the year will take place on Tuesday, November 8, 11-1 PM in 133 CNB. For the Research Forum, Paul Gilbert (Assistant Professor, College of Public Health) will present on “Respondent-Driven Sampling.” For the Research Lunch at noon, Amany Farag (Assistant Professor, CON) will present on “Toward patient and nurse safety outcomes: A human factor engineering approach.” Lunch will be provided and CEU’s are available (.12 CEUs for each presentation, for a total of .24 per month). Everyone is invited to attend!

The complete fall schedule is available at http://nursing.uiowa.edu/research/events. To access recordings of past research events, please visit:
http://nursing.uiowa.edu/research/past-forums
CON Publication Spotlight – November 2016

Our monthly Publication Spotlight focuses on recent publications (dated 2015 or 2016) by 5-6 CON faculty each month. Faculty are showcased at random and searches of Scopus, PubMed and CINAHL are used to locate recent publications. Faculty are not required to send us anything, but if you have a new publication that is not yet indexed, please feel free to forward the reference to Linda Hand. At the end of each update will be a list of faculty whose work will be shared in the next month’s spotlight.

In the spotlight for November 2016: Ruth Grossmann, Wen Liu, Jill Scott-Cawiezell, Marianne Smith, Julie Stanik-Hutt and Daniel Wesemann. Hard copies are now being posted on the 4th floor on our new “Like it? Take it!” bulletin boards. We hope this will be a fun way for everyone to read about and catch up on each other’s current projects.

Note: Names of CON students (or former students) are underlined.


